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A measure for the denseness of sequences [:n mod 1], : irrational, is the disper-
sion constant D(:) introduced by H. Niederreiter, [1981, Colloq. Number Theory
185, 4350]. In this paper a real number c has been found above which the disper-
sion spectrum (the set of values D(:) for : irrational) is continuous. A simple proof
of an inequality by V. Drobot is given also.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Mathematically, dispersion of a sequence is defined as follows:
Let [xn] be a sequence of numbers, 0xn1. Then for any positive
integer N, the dispersion dN(X) is defined as
dN(X)= sup
0x1
min
1nN
d(x, xn).
Since [xn] is dense in X if and only if limn   dN(X)=0, it is reasonable
to view dispersion as a quantity measuring the denseness of [xn].
The quantity dN was first introduced by E. Hlawka [Hla76], who
termed it Dichtigkeitdiskrepanz, and was later defined in a more general
setting by Niederreiter [Nie81] who called it dispersion.
Niederreiter [Nie81] defined the quantity D([xn]) as
D([xn])=lim sup
N  
NdN .
In particular, for irrational :, the dispersion constant D(:) is defined
by D([n: mod 1]). The dispersion constant D(:)< if and only if the
continued fraction expansion of : has bounded partial quotients, and
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moreover D(:)=D(;) if the irrationals : and ; are equivalent. (Two
numbers are equivalent if their continued fraction expansions coincide from
some point on.)
The set of values D(:) as : runs through all irrationals with bounded
partial quotients has been called the dispersion spectrum in analogy to the
well-known Markoff spectrum.
An interesting question for the dispersion spectrum put forth by
Niederreiter [Nie81] was whether there exists a real number c above which
the dispersion spectrum is continuous.
In this paper, it is shown that the dispersion spectrum contains the inter-
val [c, ) where c=(1+2 - 2)2.
Drobot [Dro86] gave a relation between the Markoff and dispersion
spectrums besides showing that M(:)M(;) does not imply that D(:)
D(;). He proved that for every irrational number :,
1
4
[M(:)+2]D(:)
1
4 _M(:)+
1
M(:)
+2& .
A modified formula for D(:) is obtained and on the basis of this
modified formula we give a simpler proof of the above inequality proved by
Drobot [Dro86].
2. RESULTS ON CANTOR POINT SETS
To prove that the dispersion spectrum is continuous above a certain
point c, we will use the fact that the product of two specific Cantor sets
contains an interval.
We define a Cantor point set and give a set of sufficient conditions for
the sum and product of two Cantor point sets to contain an interval.
Definition 1. Let A=[x, x+a] be a closed interval from which a
middle open interval A12=(x+a1 , x+a1+a12) is removed, so that two
closed intervals A1=[x, x+a1] and A2=[x+a1+a12 , x+a1+a12+a2]
remain, where a=a1+a12+a2 . If each of A1 and A2 and every resulting
closed interval is further divided in the same way, the set L(A) which
results in the limit is called a Cantor point set.
We now give a set of sufficient conditions for the sum of two Cantor
point sets to be the entire interval.
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Lemma 1. Let A=(x, x+a) and B=( y, y+b) be two intervals with
associated Cantor point sets L(A) and L(B) respectively. If the subdivisions
of A and B which give rise to the Cantor point sets L(A) and L(B) satisfy
the conditions
(C1) The open interval I12 deleted from a subinterval I is not greater
then either I1 or I2 retained, and
(C2) a and b are such that 13ab3,
then L(A)+L(B) is the entire interval A+B.
For the product of two Cantor point sets to be the product of the entire
interval we first define an associated logarithm interval.
With every interval of positive numbers I=(a, b) we associate the inter-
val I*=(log a, log b) of the natural logarithms of the numbers of I. We will
call I* the associated logarithm interval of I.
The correspondence x [ log x is one-to-one, continuous, and mono-
tonic. Moreover, a Cantor subdivision of I induces a Cantor subdivision
of I* and the Cantor set L(I*) consists of the logarithms of the numbers
of L(I ).
Clearly, the correspondence x [ log x maps the products of numbers in
the two Cantor sets L(I ) and L(J) onto sums of numbers in the sets L(I*)
and L(J*). Therefore, if the sum of numbers in L(I*) and L(J*) covers the
entire range so does the product set, L(I )_L(J).
Lemma 3.1 in [Hal47] states a set of sufficient conditions for the
associated logarithm intervals to satisfy Condition (C1).
Lemma 2. Let I=[x, x+a] be an interval of positive numbers and
let I1=[x, x+t1], I12=(x+t1 , x+t1+t12), and I2=[x+t1+t12 ,
x+t1+t12+t2] where a=t1+t12+t2 is a Cantor subdivision of I and
t12*t1 , t12*t2 with 0<*<1. Then I1*, I*12 , and I 2* are Cantor subdivi-
sions of I* satisfying Condition (C1) if x+at2 (1&*).
3. F(a, 4) AS A CANTOR POINT SET
In this section, we define F(a, 4) and the Cantor subdivisions, which
result in F(a, 4) as a Cantor point set.
For any integer a1, we define F(a, 4) as the set of all elements of the
form [0, a, x] where x has a continued fraction expansion having no
partial quotient greater than 4.
F1 (a, 4) is defined in terms of F(a, 4) as
F1 (a, 4)=1&F(a, 4).
An element of F(a, 4) is denoted by f (a, x) and an element of F1 (a, 4) by
f1 (a, x).
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F(a, 4) can be obtained as a Cantor point set by subdividing the closed
interval
A=_ 1a+2(- 2&1) ,
2
2a+(- 2&1)& .
To get F(a, 4) as a Cantor point set, three types of subinterval are
considered.
Intervals of the first type, T1 , have the form
T1 : [[0, a, a2 , ..., ar , :], [0, a, a2 , ..., ar , ;]]
where : and ; denote the infinitely repeated partial quotient periods 4, 1
and 1, 4, respectively, if r is even; or 1, 4 and 4, 1, respectively, if r is odd.
Thus A itself is an interval of type T1 with r=1 (a1=a always).
Intervals of the second type, T2 , have end points
[0, a, a2 , ..., ar , 4, 1] and [0, a, a2 , ..., ar , 2, 4, 1].
Intervals of the third type, T3 , have end points
[0, a, a2 , ..., ar , 4, 1] and [0, a, a2 , ..., ar , 3, 4, 1].
In the subdivision process, the interval with endpoints
[0, a, a2 , ..., ar , 2, 4, 1] and [0, a, a2 , ..., ar , 1, 1, 4]
is removed from each interval of type T1 and the interval with endpoints
[0, a, a2 , ..., ar , 3, 4, 1] and [0, a, a2 , ..., ar , 2, 1, 4]
is removed from each interval of type T2 and the interval with endpoints
[0, a, a2 , ..., ar , 4, 4, 1] and [0, a, a2 , ..., ar , 3, 1, 4]
is removed from each interval of type T3 .
Thus, each interval of type T1 is divided to leave an interval of type T1
with ar+1=1 and an interval of type T2 . An interval of type T2 is divided
to leave an interval of type T1 with ar+1=2 and an interval of type T3 . An
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interval of type T3 is divided to leave an interval of type T1 with ar+1=3
and another of type T1 with ar+1=4.
Therefore, given any number of F(a, 4) at any stage of subdivision there
is a subinterval which contains it. If a rational number is regarded as hav-
ing an infinite partial quotient, any number not in F(a, 4) will have a par-
tial quotient exceeding 4, and if this occurs as the r th partial quotient it is
not in any of the subintervals whose first r partial quotients are fixed.
Hence the Cantor set resulting from subdividing A is the set of numbers
F(a, 4).
A little calculation shows that the subdivisions of A which result in
F(a, 4) as a Cantor point set satisfy (C1). Moreover, if in each subdivision
t1 and t2 are the lengths of the retained interval and t12 , the length of the
deleted interval, then t12*t1 and t12*t2 with *=(10 - 2+2)21 always.
Also, for every subdivision t1(4 - 2&5)21 and t2(4 - 2&5)21.
4. CALCULATION OF D(:)
We recall that the dispersion of the sequence [n: mod 1] as given by
Niederreiter is
dN={’m&1&_
N&qm&1
qm & ’m if qm+qm&1N<qm+1 ;
’p if qm+1N<qm+qm+1 ,
where pk qk is the k th convergent of : and
’k=qk :& pk=
1
:k+1qk+qk&1
,
with :k+1 as the (k+1)th complete quotient.
Lemma 3.
D(:)=max \lim sup
am+1 odd
m  
f3 \am+1 , qmqm&1 , :m+2+ ,
lim sup
am+1 even
m  
f4 \am+1 , qmqm&1 , :m+2++ .
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Proof. The dispersion of the sequence of fractional parts [n: mod 1]
given above can be written as
dN=’m&1&_N&qm&1qm & ’m if qmN<qm+1 .
The calculation of D(:) proceeds by considering various intervals for suf-
ficiently large N, determining the maximum of NdN in each such interval,
and then computing the limit superior of these maxima.
When qmN<qm+qm&1 ,
NdN=N’m&1 ,
and this is maximal for N=qm+qm&1&1.
When qm+qm&1N<qm+1 ,
NdN=N \’m&1&_N&qm&1qm & ’m+ .
This range is further split up by choosing an integer b with 1b<am+1
and considering bqm+qm&1N<(b+1) qm+qm&1 . For N in this restricted
range we have
NdN=N(’m&1&b’m),
and this is maximal for N=(b+1) qm+qm&1&1.
Thus, for N in the range qmN<qm+1 , we get
max NdN=((b+1) qm+qm&1&1)(’m&1&b’m),
for 0b<am+1 , and this attains its maximum at
b0 =
’m&1
2’m
&
qm+qm&1&1
2qm
=
am+1&1
2
+
1
2:m+2
&
qm&1&1
2qm
=
am+1&1
2
+%1&%2 , with 0%1 , %2<
1
2
for m1.
The maximal value is attained at an integer closest to b0 and we get two
different cases for this range.
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For am+1 #1 (mod 2), qmN<qm+1 ,
max NdN =max N \’m&1&_N&qm&1qm & ’m+
=
\am+1+12 +
qm&1&1
qm +\
am+1+1
2
+:&1m+1+
am+1+:&1m+2+
qm&1
qm
=f3 \am+1 , qmqm&1 , :m+2+ .
For am+1 #0 (mod 2), qmN<qm+1 ,
max NdN
=max N \’m&1&_N&qm&1qm & ’m +
=
\am+12 +1+
qm&1&1
qm +\
am+1
2
+:&1m+2++max \qm&1&1qm &:&1m+2 , 0+
\am+1+:&1m+2+qm&1qm +
= f4 \am+1 , qmqm&1 , :m+2+ .
The f i ’s also depend on qm but the factor tends to zero in the limiting case,
thereby not having any say in the calculation of D(:), and so we do not
consider it as a variable. This gives the desired formula for D(:). K
5. MAIN RESULTS
Lemma 4. For every irrational number : we have
1
4
(M(:)+2)D(:)
1
4 \M(:)+
1
M(:)
+2+ .
Proof. We know that
D(:)=lim sup
m  
f \am+1 , qmqm&1 , :m+2+
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where
f \am+1 , qmqm&1 , :m+2 +
={ f3 \am+1 ,
qm
qm&1
, :m+2 +
f4 \am+1 , qmqm&1 , :m+2+
if am+1 is odd;
if am+1 is even,
and
M(:)=lim sup
m  
Mm+1 (:), where Mm+1 (:)=:m+1+
qm&1
qm
.
Here,
f3 \am+1 , qmqm&1 , :m+2+
=
\am+1+12 +
qm&1
qm +\
am+1+1
2
+:&1m+2+
am+1+:&1m+2+
qm&1
qm
=
1
4
(Mm+1 (:)+2)+
1
4Mm+1 (:) _1&\
qm&1
qm
&:&1m+2+2& ,
f4 \am+1 , qmqm&1 , :m+2+
=
\am+12 +1+
qm&1
qm +\
am+1
2
+:&1m+2 +
am+1+:&1m+2+
qm&1
qm
+
max \qm&1qm &:&1m+2 , 0+
am+2+:&1m+2+
qm&1
qm
=
1
4
(Mm+1 (:)+2)+
1
4Mm+1 (:) \:&1m+2&
qm&1
qm +
2
.
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Therefore,
1
4
(Mm+1 (:)+2)f3 \am+1 , qmqm&1 , :m+2+

1
4 \Mm+1 (:)+
1
Mm+1 (:)
+2+
1
4
(Mm+1 (:)+2)f4 \am+1 , qmqm&1 , :m+2+

1
4 \Mm+1 (:)+
1
Mm+1 (:)
+2+ ,
which implies that for all m;
1
4
(Mm+1 (:)+2)f \am+1 , qmqm&1 , :m+2 +

1
4 \Mm+1 (:)+
1
Mm+1 (:)
+2+ .
Also, taking the limit superior, we have
lim sup
m  
1
4
(Mm+1 (:)+2)lim sup
m  
f \am+1 , qmqm&1 , :m+2+
lim sup
m  
1
4 \Mm+1 (:)+
1
Mm+1 (:)
+2+ .
Therefore,
1
4
(M(:)+2)D(:)
1
4 \M(:)+
1
M(:)
+2+ .
This gives the desired result. K
Theorem 1. Every number greater than (1&[0, 3, 4, 1])2=(177+
52 - 2)529r0.4736088 is either a product of two elements of F1 (a) or a
product of an element f1 (a, x) of F1 (a) and an element f1 (a+1, y) of
F1 (a+1) with x y for some a3.
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Proof. We consider the following sets of intervals:
([0, a, 1, 4], [0, a, 4, 1]) and ([0, a, 1, 4], [0, a, 4, 1])
([0, a, 2, 4, 1], [0, a, 2, 2, 4, 1]) and ([0, a+1, 3, 4, 1], [0, a+1, 4, 1])
([0, a, 2, 4, 1], [0, a, 2, 2, 4, 1]) and ([0, a+1, 2, 1, 1, 4], [0, a+1, 2, 1, 4])
([0, a, 1, 4], [0, a, 1, 1, 4]) and ([0, a+1, 2, 4, 1], [0, a+1, 4, 1])
([0, a, 1, 4], [0, a, 1, 2, 4, 1]) and ([0, a+1, 1, 1, 1, 4], [0a+1, 1, 1, 4])
([0, a, 1, 4], [0, a, 1, 3, 4, 1]) and ([0, a+1, 1, 2, 1, 4], [0, a+1, 1, 2, 4, 1])
([0, a+1, 1, 4], [0, a+1, 4, 1]) and ([0, a+1, 1, 4], [0, a+1, 4, 1]).
Each of the given set of intervals are subintervals in the subdivision of A
which gave rise to the Cantor point set F(a, 4). These sets of intervals
therefore generate Cantor point sets using the same subdivisions which
generate F(a, 4) from A, and the Cantor point sets thus obtained are sub-
sets of F(a, 4). We translate each set of intervals by the mapping f: R  R
such that f (x)=1&x. The product of the given set of intervals upon trans-
lation covers the entire interval [(177+52 - 2)529, 1)r[0.4736088, 1) for
a3.
Each of the translated intervals is a subdivision of the interval (1&A)
and generates a Cantor point set which is a subset of the Cantor point set
F1 (a, 4).
Since the subdivisions generate elements of F1 (a, 4) as the Cantor point
set, the ratio of the intervals retained and the intervals deleted satisfies the
corresponding bound of F1 (a, 4). The bounds satisfied by F1 (a, 4) are the
same as the bounds satisfied by F(a, 4). For every subdivision of F(a, 4), we
get t12*t1 and t12*t2 with *=(10 - 2+2)21. Therefore, the subdivi-
sions which result in the above translated intervals as Cantor point sets
also satisfy the above inequality for the same *.
Moreover, for every subinterval [x, x+a] under consideration
x+ax1&[0, 3, 4, 1]=
13+2 - 2
23
r0.6881924.
and since the length of each of the retained intervals is less than or equal
to (4 - 2&5)21, we have t2(4 - 2&5)21r0.0312787. This implies that
x+a1&[0, 3, 4, 1]=
13+2 - 2
23
>
45&26 - 2
96

t2
1&*
.
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The associated logarithm Cantor point sets generated by the Cantor
point sets associated with the given set of intervals satisfy Condition (C1).
The logarithm interval corresponding to the translated sets of given
intervals is in a ratio lying in the interval (13, 3), and therefore Condi-
tion (C2) is satisfied for the translated intervals.
Therefore, it is seen that the Cantor point sets associated with the given
set of intervals when translated result in points of F1 (a, 4). The product of
the translated Cantor point sets as subsets of F1 (a, 4) covers the entire
range. Since it can be easily verified that the endpoints of the product of
intervals overlap, the entire region greater than 1&[0, 3, 4, 1]2=
(177+52 - 2)529 is covered and the given sets of intervals prove the
theorem. K
Theorem 2. The dispersion spectrum contains every number greater than
(1+2 - 2)2.
Proof. It has been shown earlier that for the calculation of D(:) we
consider the limit superior of different cases.
For odd am+1 , we transform f3 (am+1 , qm qm&1 , :m+2) to get
f3 \am+1 , qmqm&1 , :m+1+=
\am+1+12 +
qm&1
qm +\
am+1+1
2
+:&1m+2 +
am+1+:&1m+2+
qm&1
qm
=
x$m y$m
x$m+ y$m&1
=
1
1&(1&xm)(1& ym)
.
where
x$&1m =xm=(0, (am+1+1)2, am , am&1 , am&2 , ..., a0)
and
y$&1m = ym=(0, (am+1+1)2, am+2 , am+3 , ...).
Therefore,
1&xm # F1 (a, 4) and 1& ym # F1 (a, 4),
where a=(am+1+1)2.
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For even am+1 , we transform f4 (am+1 , qm qm&1 , :m+2) to get
f4 \am+1 , qmqm&1 , :m+2+
=
\am+12 +1+
qm&1
qm +\
am+1
2
+:&1m+2++max \0, qm&1qm &:&1m+2+
am+1+:&1m+2+
qm&1
qm
=
1
1&(1&xm)(1& ym)
,
where xm=(0, am+1 2+1, x$m) and ym=(0, am+1 2, y$m), for x$m=
max(qm qm&1 , :m+2) and y$m=min(qmqm&1 , :m+2).
Therefore,
(1&xm) # F1 (am+1 2+1, 4) and (1& ym) # F1 (am+1 2, 4).
Suppose * is any number greater than (1+2 - 2)2. Then k.(*&1)*=
(9&4 - 2)7r0.4775922 is greater than (177+52 - 2)529r0.4736088,
and by Theorem 1, we can write either
1. k=(1&X)(1&Y), where X=[0, a, b2 , b3 , ...] and Y=[0, a, c2 ,
c3 , ...] such that 1bi , ci4; or
2. k=(1&X)(1&Y), where X=[0, a+1, b2 , b3 , ...] and Y=[0, a,
c2 , c3 , ...] such that 1bi , ci4 and [b2 , b3 , ...][c2 , c3 , ...],
for some a3.
Define
:=[bk1 , ..., b1 , a$, c1 , ..., ck1 , bk2 , ..., b1 , a$, c1 , ..., ck2 , a$, ...]
=[a0 , a1 , a2 , ...]
where k1<k2< } } } is any strictly increasing sequence of integers and
a$={2a&12a
if * is as in case (1);
if * is as in case (2).
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D(:) is defined as
D(:)=max \ lim sup
am+1=odd
m  
f3 \am+1 , qmqm&1 , :m+2+ ,
lim sup
am+1=even
m  
f4 \am+1 , qmqm&1 , :m+2++ .
Since a3, a$5 and lim supm   am+1=a$5. If lim supm   am+1=
A6, to find D(:) we need to calculate only the limit superior at am+1=A.
If lim supm   am+1=5, then
lim sup
m  
f4 \4, qmqm&1 , :m+1+f4 (4, [0, 1, 5, 14], [14])
=
119&42 - 2
31
r1.9226784
if 51 or 15 occur infinitely often in :, and
lim sup
m  
f4 \4, qmqm&1 , :m+2+ f4 (4, [0, 14], [14])
if the block 51 or 15 occurs at most finitely often in :.
But if the block 51 or 15 occurs infinitely often in the expansion of :,
then
D(:)
2833+121 - 5
1506
r2.0607996.
Therefore, for the intervals under consideration and for D(:)(1+- 2)2
we need to calculate the limit superior only at lim supm   am+1=a$.
Therefore, for any given *(1+2 - 2)2 we get an : such that
D(:)=*. K
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